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NOT TODAY
TEACHING 

HOW
WHEN
WHERE
WHO

TO EVALUATE
but I will point to some resources



COMMUNITY FRUSTRATION
about evaluation practices





“would a user study, which is often small,
over-simplified, and assessing relatively
unimportant aspects of a system really
convince you of its quality?”



“I do think
the tyranny of user studies

is getting out of hand.”



VIS 2013 PANEL – ROBERT LARAMEE SPEAKING
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1w54_U2TdrQ

“There is a little bit of 
a dissatisfaction vibe 
one the evaluation 
topic inside some of 
the circles at Vis and 
EuroVis”



“I am to some degree somewhat frustrated when I read a paper and it's ''oh you should have had a user study 
here''. I disagree 9 times out of 10 with that. I think as Jarke said, it's someone who is too nice on a review and 
they didn't want to say other reasons why they didn't like it.  It was confusing, it was hard to understand ... but 
just go ahead and say that. Having 12 grad students pick on the thing for a few minutes is not going to 
convince me as a reviewer that it's good or bad or anything like that. I would rather see the time spent in the 
paper giving a case study or an example of use. As a reviewer it's MY job to evaluate it and to figure out what 
it's all about.”

EUROVIS 2014 
CAPSTONE –
JOHN STASKO

https://vimeo.com/groups/eurovis2014/videos/98986594



“The next part is secret. That's lesson 2 on evaluation.

Try to avoid evaluation, it is very difficult to do, you can never do it perfect. Reviewers always complain that you use the wrong task, 
the wrong test persons, not enough test persons, it's a lot of work and it's often very boring. Sorry, I shouldn't.... So my 
recommendation here is to take a short cut. Try to develop new methods that are so awesome, cool, impressive, compelling, 
fascinating, exciting etc. that everybody is immediately convinced by the quality of your work”

VisWeek 2013 
CAPSTONE 
JARKE VAN WIJK

warning: taken out of context – he later say’s it’s not a shortcut
https://vimeo.com/groups/218477/videos/80334651



MY PROBLEMS WITH THESE STATEMENTS

1) narrow view of evaluation
2) peer review as a form of evaluation
3) “awesome, cool, impressive, compelling, fascinating, 

exciting work” needs no evaluation



EVALUATION
IN VISUALIZATION

what do we mean by



USABILITY STUDY

USER STUDY

CONTROLLED EXPERIMENT

ETHNOGRAPHIC OBSERVATION
…



WHY DO REVIEWERS DEMAND EVALUATION?

(my) short paper rejected from CHI 2016

R1:
most critically [the paper] has no evaluation of any sort, such as a user study, or maybe 
even some formal analysis …

R2: 
For me any form of evaluation seems to be necessary--either a quantitative evaluation [..] 
or a qualitative one [..]

R3:
[..] I don't think there would be much we could learn from an evaluation against the status 
quo (i.e., the absence of such techniques)

R4:
The lack of a more realistic evaluation is one big drawback of this paper. Even a light-
weight informal study could make this submission much stronger.

R5:
For this work to be acceptable in my view it needs to be accompanied by convincing 
usability studies.



WHAT’S THE PROBLEM

relatively small technical contribution

no convincing evidence it works in practice 
or improves anything

no form of validation

(my) short paper rejected from CHI 2016

did the reviewers primarily request a user study?



VALIDATION EVALUATION
USER STUDY

DEFINITION OF VALIDATION IN SENG/…



“Information visualization research is 
becoming more established, and as a result, it 
is becoming increasingly important that 
research in this field is validated”

read this book 
chapter for advice 
on methodologies



VALIDATION & EVALUATION IN THE NESTED MODEL

Munzner, InfoVis 2009

MODEL OF VIS DESIGN

We use the word validation rather than evaluation to 
underscore the idea that validation is required for every 
level, and extends beyond user studies and 
ethnographic observation to include complexity 
analysis and benchmark timings.

read this paper for advice on evaluation in the development cycle



EVALUATION
IN VISUALIZATION

pre-design

design

prototype

deployment

re-design usability problems

context of solution

cognition and perception for encodings

design goals, comparisons

understand adoption

read this paper for advice on 
what to evaluate



FOR NOW: EVALUATION IN VIS

an assessment or validation of a visualization or its context of use, including:

• a multitude of methods / methodologies
• at any point in the development cycle

 not just validation with participants



SHOULD EVERY PAPER
INCLUDE EVALUATION?

given this broad definition of evaluation…

tyranny



MY POINT OF VIEW

not every paper needs a user study

every scientific paper needs evaluation / validation*

but:
can we formulate actual requirements, so that they are clear for everyone?

do we need to formulate evaluation standards? 
…

*with probably a few exception
(e.g. some types of meta-papers)



COUNTER ARGUMENT

would this paper still get in?



MY ARGUMENT

in this form probably not, BUT…

would Johnson & Shneiderman write & 
submit the paper the same way?

standards & community practices change
science is evolving



LOOKED AT ~ 581 SciVis PAPERS

ONLY 12 PAPERS WITHOUT EVAL

http://goo.gl/CGswy

~98%



“now, a paper should convince the reader
that its work is an innovative contribution
and/or does provide utility. But there are
many ways to do that, and I feel others are
often better than (simple) user studies?”

title of this paragraph would be 
better written as:
“require the right type of validation 
for the paper type / contribution”



IN SUMMARY

we need validation of our work

instead of dismissing user studies:

take a wider view on evaluation
embrace a larger set of validation methods
work on new and improved methods



EVALUATION
IN THE PEER REVIEW PROCESS

the role of



MY CLAIM

much of the frustration with user studies comes from the review process

part of the community believes that a study is required to get a paper accepted



EVALUATION FRUSTRATIONS…

the feeling of having to add on evaluation is frustrating because…

1. evaluation is time-consuming
2. evaluation takes energy and resources directly away from work that reflect one’s own original 

thinking
3. evaluations are hard to publish (because they always have flaws)
4. evaluations are likely seen as 'bricklaying' exercises, rather than as major contributions to the 

field
5. evaluations bring less recognition and reward, and even basic career security, to their authors

after Brian D. Earp and Jim A. C. Everett
see later slides



INFORMAL SURVEY WITH 2016 VIS PAPERS 
CHAIRS

InfoVis: reviewer requests for user study evaluation happen rarely (no stats) 

VAST: more than a trivial amount of times (cursory search of reviews ~12/300)

SciVis: no stats, but did send requests back for clarification to the reviewers

confirmation bias?



“Well you might argue, if I try this then immediately my paper is rejected because I always get reviews that say 
"we can't accept your paper because we miss a controlled user study"
Yeah, true
I have written reviews like this. We received a lot of reviews like this. And I think there is some percentage, 
maybe 10%, of reviewers who really think that whatever you do there should always be a controlled user study. 
But I think there is a more serious problem here in our community. We are too polite, we are too friendly. We 
don't write what we really mean. What we really mean is, hey, dear author I looked at your pictures and I came 
to the conclusion that you seem to be blind as a mole. So crawl back to the hole you came from or otherwise 
let some other people have a look at your stupid results and then maybe they can tell you that it doesn't make 
any sense at all”

VisWeek 2013 
CAPSTONE 
JARKE VAN WIJK

https://vimeo.com/groups/218477/videos/80334651



QUESTION 1

when a reviewer requests a user study/evaluation:

are they really just too nice or unskilled to identify and/or verbalize the real 
problems with a paper?

can problems with a paper always be solved without evaluation?



http://web.media.mit.edu/~lieber/Misc/Tyranny-Evaluation.html



http://www.shuminzhai.com/papers/EvaluationDemocracy.htm

I argue that user interface research needs 
evaluation — and not because the field of 
HCI has physics-envy. To the contrary, it is 
the lack of strong theories, models and 
laws that force us to do evaluative 
experiments that check our intuition and 
imagination.



“As a reviewer it's MY job to evaluate it and to figure out what 
it's all about.”

EUROVIS 2014 
CAPSTONE –
JOHN STASKO

https://vimeo.com/groups/eurovis2014/videos/98986594



QUESTION 2

is peer review a form of evaluation?

can a reviewer really validate all forms of work?

what is the role of the authors in terms of validation / evaluation?



MY RESPONSE

the reviewer is not necessarily the best person to validate work
 requests for evaluation are often justified

it is the author’s job to help the reviewer assess importance and usefulness 



http://web.media.mit.edu/~lieber/Misc/Tyranny-Evaluation.html

ON THE OTHER HAND…

Reviewers may need more 
training reading / interpreting 
evaluations

Let's not reject out of hand new interface 
innovations that have not been tested or 
don't immediately show spectacular 
results in testing. Let's not let knee-jerk 
"tests have shown that" replace detailed 
analysis. We need more judgment in 
evaluation of user interfaces, not just 
more calculation. 



PRESSING EVALUATION
CHALLENGES



ADDRESS COMMON PITFALLS

RIGOR:
too often detail missing about the evaluation

need to report
• participant details
• collaboration details
• evaluation protocols
• …
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ADDRESS COMMON PITFALLS

RIGOR also in qualitative work:

“We showed our system/tool to our collaborating experts
and they really liked it.”

expert feedback valid & important

but: rigor in study design and reporting!



WHY?

more papers get (rightfully) rejected due to poor reporting

with poor reporting – what are we going to do about meta-analyses?



THE REPLICATION CRISIS

ackn: Tamara Munzner (Beliv 2016 closing panel)



REPLICATION

ability of an entire experiment / study to be duplicated with independent / 
new

data
investigators
analysis methods
…

Science 2 December 2011: 

Vol. 334 no. 6060 pp. 1226-1227 

DOI: 10.1126/science.1213847

+ Coursera MOOC – Reproducible Research

ULTIMATE 
STANDARD FOR 

STRENGTHENING 
SCIENTIFIC 
EVIDENCE



ARE WE REFINING/CHECKING EACH OTHERS 
WORK?
WHY UNCOMMON:

1. Independent, direct replications of others’ findings can be time-consuming for the replicating 
researcher

2. [Replications] are likely to take energy and resources directly away from other projects that 
reflect one’s own original thinking

3. [Replications] are generally harder to publish (in large part because they are viewed as being 
unoriginal)

4. Even if [replications] are published, they are likely to be seen as 'bricklaying' exercises, rather 
than as major contributions to the field

5. [Replications] bring less recognition and reward, and even basic career security, to their 
authors

Brian D. Earp and Jim A. C. Everett



IF YOU CAN’T / DON’T WANT TO REPLICATE?

what else can you do?

ReplicationDo Nothing



IF YOU CAN’T / DON’T WANT TO REPLICATE?

what else can you do?

ReplicationDo Nothing Reproducibility



REPRODUCIBILITY

 allow for validation of the data analysis

/should/ be min standard for any scientific study

new investigators: same data, same methods

put your 

experimental
data, protocols, tasks, 
questionnaires, …

online



RECONSIDER USE OF STATISTICS



recommendation



SUMMARY PRESSING CHALLENGES

improve reporting of evaluation

allow for reproducibility of our evaluation analyses

improve our use of statistics



ADDITIONAL ISSUES / QUESTIONS

how perfect does an evaluation need to be to be acceptable?

many informative forms of evaluation are unrealistic for students/postdocs. how to 
deal with publication expectations?

what are we going to do with negative results?

is our current paper format ideal for reporting evaluations?



2018

TBA
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ADDITIONAL ISSUES / QUESTIONS

how perfect does an evaluation need to be to be acceptable?

many informative forms of evaluation are unrealistic for students/postdocs. how to deal 
with publication expectations?

what are we going to do with negative results?

is our current paper format ideal for reporting evaluations?

role of evaluation in making useful and adopted vis?



BACKUP SLIDES



DEFINITION OF VALIDATION IN SENG/…



Papers that did not include any scenario



WHY A WIDER VIEW?

• IMO reviewers do not generally demand controlled user studies
• they demand validation

• We need to accept many different methods of validation in our domain
• All existing methods have problems

• we need to work on them rather than abandoning evaluation



HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

IEEE Vis/SciVis

IEEE InfoVisoriginal seven
scenarios;

percent of 
scenarios

with human
participants
(i.e., except
algorithmic

performance)



HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

evaluation type
in percent
of papers

IEEE InfoVis
plus

IEEE Vis/SciVis

algorithmic
performance

user performance
& experience

work practices &
analysis/reasoning

collaboration &
communication



“AWESOME, COOL, IMPRESSIVE, 
COMPELLING, FASCINATING, EXCITING 
WORK” NEEDS NO EVALUATION



“There is some error in these slides. I say take a short-cut. That's 
not true. Actually, it's much harder. Doing an evaluation is easy, 
you collect some people, invent some dumb tasks and collect data, 
apply some statistics, make some graphs and try to make some 
conclusions. That's easy. It's actually very hard to make something 
that's really impressive, innovative, and that really works. You have 
to spend a lot of effort to get it. ”

VisWeek 2013 
CAPSTONE 
JARKE VAN WIJK

https://vimeo.com/groups/218477/videos/80334651



WHY I DISAGREE
• (again) oversimplified view of evaluation
• coolness and impressiveness can overwhelm objective assessment

https://www.gapminder.org/

vs.

Robertson et al., InfoVis 2008



http://www.shuminzhai.com/papers/EvaluationDemocracy.htm

What I do — and the HCI 
community should — insist on is 
that subjective opinion, authority, 
intimidation, fashion or fad can’t 
substitute for evaluation.


